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Abstract—This paper introduces a real-time multiple input and
multiple output (MIMO) channel sounder to measure the vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) propagation channel at 5.9 GHz. Compared to
the existing V2V channel sounders, our design emphasizes on
improving the stability of the setup and increasing the MIMO
snapshot rate. The system stability allows us to develop a high
resolution parameter extraction algorithm for the data analysis,
which jointly estimates parameters of multipath components such
as time-of-arrival, direction of departure, direction of arrival
and Doppler shift. The second emphasis increases the maximal
absolute Doppler shift to 806 Hz, which the system can estimate
without ambiguity. The increased snapshot rate also provides a
more fluent representation of the channel dynamics. We verify
the design of the channel sounder with actual V2V channel
measurements. Results suggest that 80 percent of the sample
snapshots have a diffuse power ratio less than 20 percent and
the extracted dominant specular paths match well with the
environment and dynamics of the measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the benefits of intelligent transport systems
(ITSs), research on vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
technology has proliferated in recent years. It is envisioned
that all vehicles on the road can gather data about traffic and
road conditions, and exchange these data among themselves
or with the road infrastructure [1], [2]. Through exchanging
the information, the vehicles may improve their braking aid
and lane assist systems, which leads a lower accident rate.
The vehicles can also keep a shorter distance between each
other, which helps reduce the fuel consumption and traffic
jams. However reliable and low-latency communications are
a vital prerequisite for these applications.

Channel measurement and modeling are prerequisites for
designing and improving communication systems [3]. Most
of the V2V measurements, e.g. [4]–[7], focus on canonical
channel metrics, such as path-loss, signal fading (large or
small scale fading), delay spread and Doppler spread, which
characterize the channel with some “bulk” features. However
the safety applications in V2V communication demand a high
level of robustness in the system design, and thus a more
accurate model of the propagation channel it operates in. A
complete and more accurate characterization of the radio chan-
nel requires a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel
sounder equipped with antenna arrays at both transmitter (Tx)
and receiver (Rx).

Some V2V measurements do use a MIMO sounder, but very
few papers utilize it to extract the directional information about
multipath components (MPC), which can provide a deeper in-
sight into the interaction of radio waves with the environment.
[8] reports results on V2V measurements conducted in Lund,
Sweden. The sounder has a 4× 4 MIMO array, and measures
around 5.2GHz with a bandwidth of 240MHz . Its data
analysis combines the CLEAN algorithm with a path track-
ing algorithm, and focuses on the delay and signal strength
of MPCs. However the angular and Doppler parameters of
MPCs are not included in the data processing. [9] proposes
a V2V channel model based on measurements conducted in
Helsinki, Finland. The channel sounder is equipped with a
30×30 MIMO array and measures at 5.3GHz with a 60MHz
bandwidth. Its main limitation is the low MIMO snapshot
rate, which leads a maximal Doppler about 7.15Hz and limits
the scenarios that the sounder can measure. Besides, the
analysis does not report the angular or Doppler characteristics
of MPCs either. [10] reports a high resolution parameter
estimation (HRPE) analysis on a MIMO V2V measurement
with a 4×4 MIMO array. It uses the SAGE algorithm [11] to
extract parameters of 50 MPCs with a full-polarimetric setup.
However the complexity of SAGE forces the author to reduce
the bandwidth to 20MHz from 240MHz. Meanwhile only
a subset of the snapshots are evaluated, which leads to an
effective snapshot rate of 2Hz. This could compromise the
possibility of analyzing the dynamic statistics of MPCs in the
V2V channel.

The main contributions of this work are the following:

• we construct a real-time MIMO channel sounder that is
capable to measure the V2V channel with realistic chan-
nel dynamics, where the maximal resolveable Doppler is
806Hz and the measurement repitition rate is 20Hz;

• we jointly estimate the delay, directional and Doppler
information of MPCs by a newly developed HRPE al-
gorithm;

• we validate the setup with sample data from actual V2V
measurements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we present the design of our V2V channel sounder.
Section III presents some sample results based on our V2V
measurement data. In Section IV we draw the conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the real-time MIMO channel sounder at the transmitter (left) and receiver (right) sides, respectively

TABLE I
HARDWARE LIST OF THE V2V MIMO CHANNEL SOUNDER

Item Manufacture Model No.

USRP National Instrument USRP RIO 2953R
GPSDO Precision Test Systems GPS10eR

PA WENTEQ ABP1500-03-3730
Host controllers National Instrument PXIe-1078 / PXIe-1082
Tx RF switch RF Lambda RFSP8TR0408G
Rx RF switch Taylor Microwave SB8-A01R

II. SOUNDER SETUP

In this section, we introduce our real-time MIMO channel
sounder designed for measuring V2V channels. Our setup
includes a pair of NI-USRP RIOs as the main RF transceivers,
and a pair of 8-element switched antenna arrays. The diagram
of the real-time MIMO channel sounder is given in Fig. 1. A
list of major pieces of equipment in this setup is provided in
Tab. I.

A. Baseband Channel Sounder

The transmitted signal centers around 5.9GHz with a band-
width of 15MHz. The measured output power after the power
amplifier (PA) is about 26 dBm. Since NI-USRP RIO uses
a direct up-conversion (DUC) architecture, we implement the
intermediate frequency (IF) processing for both the transmitter
and receiver, so that we minimize negative effects of the
direct current (DC) offset problem that usually bothers wireless
transceivers with DUC architectures. We set the frequency of
the local oscillator (LO) at Tx and Rx to be 5.888GHz, which
is 12MHz smaller than the center frequency of the sounding
signal.

We choose to use a multitone waveform as the sounding sig-
nal, similar to an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) signal. Compared to other sounding signals such as
m-sequence, the multitone signal has the adavantage to equally
distribute power over the bandwidth of interest. Following

[12], we optimize the crest factor of our sounding waveform
while maintaining equal power over frequency tones. The
MIMO sounding signal consists of 64 (8 × 8) copies of this
sounding signal, and its total length T0 is 640µs. Several
guard periods are needed in-between these sounding signals to
accommodate the settling time of Tx or Rx switches. The max-
imum resolvable Doppler shift νmax is equal to 1/(2T0) and
approximately 806Hz, which yields a maximum relative speed
of approximately 148 km/h. In other words, measurement data
will suffer from Doppler ambiguities (or, equivalently, the
temporal behavior of the corresponding fading process will
be undersampled) whenever the relative speed is larger than
148 km/h, e.g. in highway environments for scatterers traveling
with high velocities in a direction opposite to the one of the Tx
and Rx vehicles. A burst tranmission of the sounding signals
consists of 30 concatenated MIMO snapshots. Tab. II provides
a detailed list of parameters of the channel sounder.

As we know the frequency and phase synchronization is
crucial for MIMO channel measurements [3]. Because the
Tx and Rx are physically separated during the V2V mea-
surements, sharing the reference clock through an RF cable
is not feasible, instead our setup relies on two high quality
GPS-disciplined rubidium oscillators (GPSDO) for providing
the synchronization. There are two types of synchronization
required in our system. One is the transmission synchroniza-
tion, and the other is the reference clock synchronization. The
rubidium clocks provide a pulse per second (PPS) signal for
the transmission synchronization, and a 10MHz sinusoidal
signal as the reference clock for the timing modules on
two USRPs. USRPs further utilize this 10MHz rubidium
reference to derive the sampling clocks in the FPGA and
the LO. The USRP-RIO 2953R has two 16-bit analog-to-
digital converters (ADC) for both I and Q channels. When
the receiver’s baseband sampling rate is 20MS/s, the output
data rate is around 80MB/s.

To characterize the system frequency response, we perform
a back-to-back calibration by replacing the antenna arrays with



TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE REAL-TIME V2V MIMO CHANNEL SOUNDER

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 5.9 GHz
Bandwidth 15 MHz
Transmit power 26 dBm
Sampling rate per channel 20 MS/s
Length of the sounding signal τmax 4 µs

MIMO signal duration T0 620 µs

Number of frequency tones 61
Number of Tx antennas 8
Number of Rx antennas 8
Number of MIMO per burst 30

Rate of bursts 20 Hz

an RF cable. Some RF attenuators are also used to ensure a
safe level of received power into the Rx USRP. Common clock
reference and triggering signal are shared between Tx and Rx.
We have made continuous measurements with the setup, so
we can average over multiple realizations to further improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system calibration data,
which is given by

YREF(f) = E
{
Y (f)

}
. (1)

YREF(f) is our final system calibration result and depends on
the gain setting of the Rx USRP. It is intended to pre-process
the measured channel transfer function YMEAS(f), which is
given by

H(f) =
YMEAS(f)

YREF(f)
·GATTEN(f), (2)

where H(f) is the channel transfer function ready for an
HRPE analysis, whereas GATTEN(f) is the transfer function of
the attenuator used during the back-to-back system calibration.

An important evaluation we can perform based upon this
system calibration is the stability of this channel sounder.
Significant phase drift within multiple MIMO snapshots may
severely undermine the accuracy of any HRPE algorithm
[3]. Fig. 2 shows the relative amplitude and phase responses
normalized to the first SISO snapshot. The standard deviation
of the phase variations is 2.35◦, which demonstrates that the
system is stable over approximately 6000 MIMO snapshots.

B. Antenna Array

We have built two 8-element vertically polarized uniform
circular dipole arrays (VP-UCDA) for our V2V measurements.
Similar to the array introduced in [13], all the half-wavelength
dipoles are mounted in the middle of a cylindrical metallic
pillar that serves as a ground plate. The metallic pillar not only
increases the directivity of each dipole antenna in the direction
that it is facing, but also reduces the mutual coupling between
antenna elements. The dipole antenna design, which follows
[14], features with a quarter-wave balun feed to balance the
flow of current. The final design of the printed dipole antenna
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Fig. 2. The variations of the frequency response of the USRP channel sounder
over time, when we use a common GPS-disciplined rubidium clock: σpn =
2.35◦, LO frequency is 5.888 GHz, (a) the relative amplitude in dB, (b) the
relative phase in degrees
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Fig. 3. Modeling of the dipole antenna in AutoCAD

is optimized through the EM simulation software CST [15].
Fig. 3 shows the final design in AutoCAD.

Since we plan to mount these antenna arrays on top of
moving vehicles, the safety of the structure is a major concern.
As a result we have built two array stands dedicated to our
application. The stand is made of two plates and one pillar,
and the large bottom metal plate is intended to mimic the
characteristics of the car roof during the calibration in the
anechoic chamber. The stand is also equipped with clamps
underneath the bottom plate, so that the entire structure is
able to stick with a cargo basket on top of vehicles; see Fig.
4.

High quality array calibration is important for any HRPE
algorithm. The calibration of the antenna array together with
the RF switch needs to be done in an anechoic chamber. Let
us treat the array calibration data s21 as a 3D complex tensor,
and denote it by s21(f, ϕ, i), where f is the frequency index,
ϕ is the azimuth angle, and i is the antenna index, respectively.
The data processing from the original s21 to the array complex
beam pattern B(ϕ, i) follows

B(ϕ, i) = Ef

{
s21(f, ϕ, i)

GREF ·Hfree(f)

}
, (3)



Fig. 4. A photo of Tx array mounted on a vehicle

Fig. 5. The amplitude of 2D ambiguity function of the Rx antenna array

where the expectation operation E{·} performs over 40 MHz
around 5.9 GHz if we assume the array response is frequency
independent within the measurement frequency band. GREF
is the nominal gain of the reference horn antenna used in
the array calibration. Hfree(f) is the free-space line-of-sight
(LOS) channel transfer function determined by

Hfree(f) =
1√
4πd2

e−j2πfd/c0 , (4)

where d is the distance between the reference antenna and
array under test, c0 is the speed of light. We further process
the results in Eq. (3) with the estimator in [16], in order to
improve the SNR and correct the additional phase offset due to
the axis misalignment. The 2D ambiguity function is defined
as follows

Ab(ϕ1, ϕ2) =

∑
iB

∗(ϕ1, i)B(ϕ2, i)√∑
i |B(ϕ1, i)|2

√∑
i |B(ϕ2, i)|2

. (5)

For the Rx and Tx arrays, Figs. 5 and 6 give the amplitude of
ambiguity function, which is an important metric to evaluate
the capability of an array to distinguish MPCs coming from
different angles. As we expect from a well-behaved antenna
array, the high ridge lies along the off-diagonal in both Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The amplitude of 2D ambiguity function of the Tx antenna array

C. Data logging

Two 360◦ panoramic video cameras are positioned on top
of the pillar of the Tx and Rx antenna arrays during the
measurements, in order to document the scenarios and routes
(traffic conditions, environment, weather, etc.) as “seen” from
the top of the truck driver cabin or passenger car rooftop.

The global positioning system (GPS) coordinates of the Tx
and Rx vehicles are also available directly from the channel
sounder, recorded 20 times per second, hence providing a real-
time display of the Tx and Rx vehicles as well as their actual
instantaneous speeds during the measurements. The GPS data
can be used in combination to the video recordings in the post-
processing of the measurement data in order to relate estimated
results (channel parameter estimation, system performance,
etc.) to the physical environment surrounding the Tx and Rx
vehicles, e.g. traffic conditions, number of pedestrians, houses
and road side, etc.

III. VALIDATION

With this channel sounder we have conducted extensive
channel measurements for car-to-car, car-to-truck and truck-
to-truck in various environments, such as urban, suburban,
campus, highway and tunnel. So far we have collected over
720,000 MIMO snapshots for car-to-car measurements, and
over 2.5 million MIMO snapshots separately for truck-to-car
and truck-to-truck measurements.

In this section, we mainly present sample results of the
evaluation based on an HRPE algorithm we have developed
in [17]. In our work, the data model considers the channel
response as a sum of the contributions from specular paths
(SP)s, diffuse multipath components (DMC) and noise. The
sample results focus on a continuous V2V measurement route
on the campus of University of Southern California (USC),
Los Angeles, California, USA, which is shown in Fig. 7. We
split this continuous measurement route into four parts.

The Tx and Rx vehicles start with static positions. A sample
average power delay profile (APDP) for this scenario is shown
in Fig. 10(a). We define the driving direction of the vehicle



Fig. 7. The route and map of the V2V measurements on USC campus, near
the GPS location (34◦ 1′ 13.08” N, 118◦ 17′ 16.80” W), where the blue
arrow is the route of the Rx vehicle, and the red arrow is the route of the Tx
vehicle

as 0◦ in azimuth. The angular power spectrum (APS) between
10s and 30s in Fig. 9(d) verifies the azimuth direction of arrival
(DoA) of the strong MPCs. Meanwhile the Rx vehicle is in
the azimuth direction of 180◦, or equivalently −180◦, from the
Tx’s perspective. The results between 10 s and 30 s in Fig. 9(c)
verify the azimuth direction of departure (DoD) of dominant
MPCs.

In the second scenario, a third black SUV passes the Rx
SUV from behind to its front, stops behind the Tx SUV for
a while, and partially blocks the LOS. A sample APDP for
this scenario is given in Fig. 10(b). When compared to Fig.
10(a), it shows the blockage by the third SUV results in an
approximate 5 dB attenuation of the received power. A string
of dots with a high Doppler shift between t = 10 s and 20 s
in Fig. 9(b) corresponds to the MPCs from the passing black
SUV. The Doppler shift quickly falls to zero when the third
SUV moves into the space between the Tx and Rx SUVs,
which also explains the waterfall shape of the string of dots.

In the third scenario, the Rx car pulls out from the right
curb into the middle of the road around t = 40 s. The Rx
car starts moving towards the Tx, when the Tx car remains
static until the Rx car almost reaches the rear of the Tx at
around 60s. Results between t = 40 s and 60 s in Figs. 9(a)
and 9(b) match this activity with decreased delays, positive
Doppler shifts and increased power of the dominant SPs.

In the fourth scenario, the Rx stops behind the stop sign,
while the Tx SUV starts turning right at the corner around
t = 60 s before disappearing from the sight of Rx at the
intersection around t = 70 s. The scatter plot in Fig. 9(a)
indicates an increase of the delays of strong SPs during this
period, while Fig. 9(b) shows that the strong paths have a
negative Doppler, because the distance between Tx and Rx
increases. The azimuth DoA and DoD of the strong SPs also
evolve during this process, as shown in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d). Fig.
10(c) gives a sample APDP for this scenario. Between t = 70 s
and 80 s the link between Tx and Rx is fully obstructed by
the the building. Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) provide the angles of the
main SPs in this NLOS scenario and indicate they are most
likely the diffraction around the corner and the reflection from
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Fig. 9. Color weighted scattered plots of extracted SPs

the wall of the building. Fig. 10(d) gives a sample APDP for
this NLOS scenario.

To evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the model, we examine
the diffuse power ratio (dPR), and it is the power ratio due
to the contribution of DMC. Fig. 8 gives the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of dPR from the evaluation of
1400 MIMO burst snapshots on this route, and indicates about
80% of the snapshots have a dPR less than 0.2. The values of
dPR are comparable to the ones in [18]–[20]. It is noteworthy
that the average dPR is higher when the distance between Tx
and Rx is less than 20m. An example of such case is given in
Fig. 10(c). We conjecture it is because the modeling mismatch
gets worse at a shorter distance between Tx and Rx, because
of the assumption that SPs travel in the horizontal plane and
the data model may omit the elevation angles. However the
performance of the estimator is satisfying because most of the
dominant SPs can be traced and mapped to the environment.
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Fig. 10. Sample APDPs of (a) scenario I: Tx and Rx are both static with
LOS (b) scenario II: Tx and Rx are both static with LOS obstructed a third
SUV (c) scenario III: Rx drives toward Tx with LOS (d) scenario IV: Tx
drives around the corner with LOS obstructed by the building.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced our design of a real-time MIMO
channel sounder to measure the time-varying V2V channel.
Our channel sounder features with a good phase stability and
a large measurement snapshot rate, which allows us to perform
an HRPE analysis on a densely sampled route. We have
validated the design with actual V2V channel measurements,
and results have shown that SPs contribute to most of the
received power when the LOS path is present and the dominant
SPs match well with the environment and the dynamics of
the measurement. These new results will enable a deeper
insight into the propagation mechanism of the V2V channel
and provide the necessary tools to develop a new V2V channel
model.
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